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Arteco LPR
Integration between different devices is becoming increasingly necessary in the security world.
Arteco LPR combines license plate reading with video surveillance, increasing the level of security
and control of each installation while maintaining ease of use, sensible costs, and optimization
of resources.

Arteco LPR
FLEXIBLE
There are many areas in which the Arteco LPR Plugin can be applied: access control, crime prevention and
control of territory, employee time/attendance monitoring, and many others.
The Arteco LPR Plug-in allows you to choose from three different product types.
• AS-LPR-CH: Arteco NEXT integrates specific plate reading cameras, which are ideal for tracking vehicles in any
condition, including highway speeds. The right choice when maximum reliability is required.
• AS-LPR-CH-S: Arteco LPR application installed on board Hanwha WISENET IP cameras. Suitable for low and
average speeds environments, or to automate and simplify access management by a cost-saving solution.
• AS-LPR-CH-A: The Arteco Server-based solution, equipped with a powerful and versatile OCR algorithm,
converts standard high resolution IP cameras into licence plate reading devices. Ideal in presence of already
installed cameras, allows to increase the safety by minimizing costs.
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PRACTICAL
Arteco LPR, combined with Arteco-certified devices, is easy to configure and manage, because it is completely
integrated into the Arteco NEXT software platform. The system has the ability to create and manage a database
of license plates by matching LPR-detected plates against a plate in the database. When a plate is recognized,
the system generates and manages event notifications, allowing for access control operations (like opening/
closing a barrier) or sending specific reports (SMS, mail, audio).
INTEGRABLE
Thanks to the OPEN structure of Arteco NEXT, Arteco LPR integrates seamlessly with third-party traffic
monitoring systems to increase the value and performance of each installation. Through this architecture it is
possible, for example, to view real-time statistics about the types of passing vehicles , connect to the records
of the authorities to seek and obtain data on vehicles without insurance coverage, or analyze traffic flows, and
many other unique features .
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SCALABLE
The Arteco LPR Plugin is now available for the eMotion, Active and Extreme versions of Arteco Next, and
requires the use of specific cameras. Each system allows the management of a high number of both LPR
cameras and traditional cameras with no loss in performance. Arteco LPR is not a simple OCR, but an LPR “open”
to any third-party hardware and software solution.

